The Revue du droit des religions is a semiannual journal dedicated to legal regulation of religious matters. It aims to provide a better understanding of the legal issues of religion in contemporary societies by using all legal disciplines in their relations with religions. Beyond the French context, the Revue covers other European countries and beyond.

This call for contributions concerns varia presenting original research on all issues concerning law and religion, as well as chronicles on current developments of law and religion.

Submission and evaluation procedures

Articles will be written in French or English and must not have been published before.

**Varia**

- between **30,000 and 35,000 characters** (including spaces and notes)
- Every article must include an **abstract** in French and in English (800 maximum characters each, including spaces). It includes the name, institutional affiliation and e-mail address of the author.
- Articles will be submitted to the editorial board for assessment and, if suitable, to a double blind review process. For final acceptance, the author will send the journal’s editorial secretariat the final text, modified if necessary on the basis of the reviewers’ comments.

**Chronicles**

- between **15,000 and 20,000 characters** (including spaces and notes)
- Every article must include the name, institutional affiliation and e-mail address of the author.
- Articles will be submitted to the editorial board for validation.

Articles can be sent at any time to the editorial secretariat by e-mail as an attached file in Word or rtf format (font: Times, normal, 11 pts, 1.5 line spacing): revuedroitreligions@misha.fr

The receipt of each proposal will be acknowledged by e-mail.